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Chapter 1 Basic FAQ of product

1.1 [Ask] Main application of fluorescence quantitative detection system

[Answer]
FQD-96A quantitative detection system analyzes the amplification of PCR template in 
fluorescence real -time detection. It is applied for polymerase chain reaction fluorescence 
quantitative detection in research fields of human genome engineering, forensic medicine, 
oncology, histology and population biology, paleontology, zoology and botany and in clinical 
diagnosis of virus, tumor and genetic diseases.  
PCR detection system belongs to IVD medical equipment, which is to use polymerase chain 
reaction means to quantitative analysis of different genes in clinic lab.

1.2 [Ask] Model and specification explanation

[Answer]
Model:  

FQD – 96 A

Design series number 

Specification code, 96 denoting maximum sample quantity 96

Abbreviation for Fluorescent quantitative polymerase chain 

reaction (PCR) detection system 
Description: 

LineGene 96 ××
Code of ray filter pack
20 �with ray filter of F1�F2�
40 �with ray filter of F1�F2�F3�F4�
60 �with ray filter of F1�F2�F3�F4�F5�F6�
80 �with ray filter of F1�F2�F3�F4�F5�F6�F7�F8�
Specification code, 96 denoting maximum sample quantity 96
English name of description of Bioer Fluorescent quantitative 
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) analysis system series.

The instruments are called LineGene9600 series and share the same technical platform. 
Different specification can be chosen upon order as per cost performance. The specification 
division depends on ray filter pack and multiplier tube in photoelectric element.

Ray filter pack PhotomultiplierSpecification
F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 PMT1 PMT2

LineGene9620 √ √ √
LineGene9640 √ √ √ √ √
LineGene9660 √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ Recommend
LineGene9680 √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ Customize
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1.3 [Ask] Which accessories does host communication have

[Answer]

BYQ number Accessory Function Configuration
RS232C-RS232C
“Isolation RS232

transit box”

Standard computer RS232C
interface

Two-way signal isolation

Standard 
configuration

USB-RS232C
“USB transit box”

Standard computer USB 
interface

As per order

BlueTooth-RS232C
“Bluetooth transit box”

Wireless transmission 
distance 10m

Suitable for short distance 
signal transmission

As per order

1.4 [Ask] Definition of ray filter pack

[Answer]
In standard configuration, F1-F6 is defined, F7F8 is the ray filter pack reserved for 
customization.

Channel F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8

6-FAM

(492/515)

VIC

(538/554)

Cy3

(552/570)

ROX

(568/595)

Cy5

(649/666)

Light

Cycler- Red

�705�

Backup Backup

SYBR 

Green- I

HEX

(535/556)

5-TAMRA

(542/568)

TAMRA

(565/580)

QuasarQuasarQuasarQuasar

705705705705

�705�

TET

(521/536)

NED 

(546/575)

Texas-Red

(595/620)

Dye 

commonly 

used

JOE

(525/555)

Center 

wavelength of 

exciting light 

nm

470 523 543 571 628 678

Half peak 

breadth nm
30 20 20 20 40 12 

Center 

wavelength of 

fluorescence 

nm

525 584 584 612 692 718

Half peak 

breadth nm
20 20 20 20 40 25

BYQ59840200000F

BYQ59840100000F

BYQ59840300000F
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In order to improve capability, wavelenth parameters may be adjust but user is not informed in 
advance.
Visible spectrum:

1.5 [Ask] Assembly of ray filter in different sizes

[Answer]

Ray filter and photomultiplier in photoelectric detection unit are different if instrument 
specifications are different. The information of instrument specification and serial number is
determined and stored in CPU control board upon ex-factory. PC software can identify 
automatically in communication to execute different operation.
The stipulation is as following: (E* is exciting light, F* is fluorescence, heavy square is PMT)

 Double PMT method                            Single PMT method
PMT2      PMT1                                         PMT1

 LineGene9660/9680                              LineGene9620/9640

For double PMT instruments, the scanning excites and samples double PMT synchronously. 

X-ray

Gamma ray

Radar wave

Microwave Radio wave

Long wave radio wave

scope of visible light

Ultraviolet
Infrared

Short wavelength (high energy) Long wavelength (low energy)
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The fluorescence of two channels as following can be scanned at one time.

No Excite and detect at same time
1 F1/F2
2 F3/F4
3 F5/F6
4 F7/F8

For single PMT instruments, it arranges clockwise. F1-F4 needs four scanning.
Exciting light and fluorescence adopt completely independent ray filter and light source. To 
facilitate multi-color detection, at maximum 8 packs can be assembled. The instrument utilizes 
8 packs of coaxial optic fiber and lens coupling technology at most.

1.6 [Ask] recommendation of Dye selection and rescanning time 

[Answer]
Some channel combinations commonly used on LineGene9660/9680:

Detection channel used Scanning times
Rescanning interval 

setting(S)
No

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6
F

7

F

8
1 2 3 4 7 14 20 27

1 √ � √
2 √ � √
3 √ � √
4 √ � √
5 √ � √
6 √ � √
7 √ � √
8 √ � √
9 √ √ � √
10 √ √ � √
11 √ √ � √
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12 √ √ � √
13 √ √ � √
14 √ √ � √
15 √ √ � √
16 √ √ � √
17 √ √ � √
18 √ √ � √
19 √ √ � √
20 √ √ � √
21 √ √ � √
22 √ √ � √
23 √ √ � √
24 √ √ √ � √
25 √ √ √ � √
26 √ √ √ � √
27 √ √ √ � √
28 √ √ √ � √
29 √ √ √ √ � √
30 √ √ √ √ √ √ � √
31 √ √ √ √ √ √ √ � √
32 √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ � √

For detection channels most commonly used, LineGene9660/9680 takes only 1 to 2 scans to 
complete, while LineGene9620/9640 needs more time to scan.
Some channel combinations commonly used on LineGene9620/9640:

Detection channel used Scanning times
Rescanning interval 

setting(S)

No F1 F2 F3 F4 1 2 3 4 7 14 20 27
1 √ � √
2 √ � √
3 √ � √
4 √ � √
5 √ √ � √
6 √ √ � √
7 √ √ � √
8 √ √ � √
9 √ √ � √
10 √ √ � √
11 √ √ √ � √
12 √ √ √ � √
13 √ √ √ � √
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14 √ √ √ √ � √

1.7 [Ask] Time phase difference of scanning wells

[Answer]
The relation between theoretical running time and recommended rescanning interval setting:

Total channel 
scanning times

Recommended 
parameter

1 time 2 times 3 times 4 times

Time difference 
between wells(s) 

5.04
Whole plate 
scanning 

fluorescence 
collection

Theoretical 
cumulative time(s)

6.54 13.08 19.62 26.16

Recanning interval
Recommended 

minimum setting(s) 7 14 20 27
Time difference 
between wells(s)

0.48
Single row 
scanning 

fluorescence 
collection

Theoretical 
cumulative time(s)

1.98 3.96 5.94 7.92

Rescanning 
interval

Recommended 
minimum setting(s) 2 4 6 8

Note:

1) PMT gain needs 1.5s to stabilize upon channel bank replacement.
2) In theoretical calculation, the entire X-axis takes 0.48s, Y-axis takes 

0.15s/line, X+Y=0.563s (the total time for X and Y to complete one 
row and move one column). The phase difference of total scanning 
time over the whole 96-well plate is 0.63*8=0.54s. Since it prepares 
to replace gain while scanning, return plus gain stabilization is 
calculated as 1.5s.

3) The theoretical cumulative time includes the time for zero return and 
the time for data transmission.

4) The time difference between wells refers to the time difference 
between first hole and last hole.

5) The rescanning interval time includes the time for constant 
temperature and the time for temperature change at detection point.

It takes certain time for module temperature to conduct to reagent in test tube and stabilize. This 
time for heat conduction depends on test tube type, wall thickness and material heat 
conductivity. Therefore, to develop PCR amplification program, time for heat conduction should 
be added on the recommended rescanning time interval to consider the time for constant 
temperature at detection point.
When the program is running, the instrument will forecast before constant temperature period 
on detection point is finished and scan in advance. If the time for constant temperature is set 
shorter than the time that scanning needs, the instrument will extend the constant temperature 
period automatically to meet the scanning requirement.
The time difference at detection hole must be very small if reagent fluorescence detection 
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consistency is critically required.
To scan the whole plate, the time difference for single color fluorescence collection between 
wells is 5.04s. To scan designated single color in single row (or synchronous exciting channel of 
double PMT), the rescanning interval is recommended to set at 2s, and the time difference for 
fluorescence collection between wells is 0.48s. To scan designated several rows, the time 
difference is between 0.48s and 5.04s.

1.8 [Ask] Basic configuration of computer

[Answer]
The lowest computer configuration includes:
Operation system: Microsoft Windows 2000/XP SP2�����	
�����������	
������������

��
�����
����
�����������

Memory: 512M
Virtual memory: 1000M
Hard disc space: 10G
CPU: Pentium® 4
Peripheral: printer and CD-ROM
Interface: Bluetooth, RS232C, USB
Application software: Microsoft Excel 2000/2003/2007 or Access 2000/2003/2007

1.9 [Ask] Computer and relevant devices for recommendation

[Answer]

Brand Model Features
Price for 
reference

DELL LATITUDE D630
One RS232C interface and 

four USB interfaces
About RMB 

8,000 

Z-TEK
Bluetooth �Class II V2.0�

Third party Bluetooth 
management software: 

BLUESOLEIL

Bluetooth communication 
module with USB interface, 

insert to computer for 
immediate use. (Computer with 
Bluetooth doesn’t need this 

module)

About RMB 
100 

1.10 [Ask] Consumables for recommendation

[Answer]
PCR full apron plate, half apron plate, and 8-tube strip, single valve, whose bottom is optic and 
lucid, are permitted.
0.2ml Axygen or Bio-rad thin-wall test tube with vaulted coping or calandria is commended, 
bottom of these test tubes must be transparent.
When using, user should assure the consumables match with repeat mask, which does not 
affect contact between bottom of test tube and module well.
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1.11 [Ask] Applicable product standards

[Answer]
Safety standard: Volume I: General Requirements, Safety Requirements on Electrical 
Appliances in Measurement, Control and Laboratory (GB4793.1-2007) and 2-101:Specilal 
Requirements of IVD Medical Grade Equipment, Safety Requirements on Electrical Appliances 
in Measurement, Control and Laboratory (YY 0648�2008/IEC 61010-2-101:2002).

Safety standard: Safety Regulations for Electrical Measuring Instruments, Control Instruments
and Laboratory Equipment (IEC61010-1)
Electromagnetic compatibility standard: IEC61326
Enterprise standard: Q/BYQ084-2009

1.12 [Ask] Product category

[Answer]
Equipment category: category I (equipment category I with protective grounding device and 
structure category II)
Insulation category: reinforced insulation
Power supply: 100-240V~, 50/60Hz
Input power: 600W
Operation: continuous operation
Pollution class: II
Protective class: IP20
Electromagnetic compatibility: Class A
Applicable region: areas under 2000m without high temperature or high humidity

1.13 [Ask] Basic structure of instrument

[Answer]
See below for system composition:
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1.14 [Ask] Proper placement of instrument

[Answer]
The instrument must be placed where humidity is low, dust is few, water resource (e.g., water 
pool, water pipe) is far, indoor ventilation is well, corrosive gas or strong magnetic field is free. 
Don’t place it in damp or dusty places. The work bench to put instrument must be horizontal and 
steady.
The openings on instrument are designed for ventilation circulation. Doesn’t block or cover 
them, or the instrument body might get overheat. The distance between ventilation opening and 
nearest object must be at least 30cm for single instrument operation or 50cm for several 
instruments operation.
The test performance might get impacted or failure might happen if ambient temperature is too 
high. Don’t use this instrument in places with direct sunshine or strong light source to protect 
fluorescence detection from impact. Keep it away from heater, stove and any other heat source. 
If the instrument is to be set aside for a long time, the power supply shall be cut off and power 
plug shall be withdrawn and the instrument should be covered with soft cloth or plastic film to 
avoid dust or foreign material.

1.15 [Ask] Warning sign on instrument

[Answer]

a) Warning identification

DANGER!
Place pasted this mark in instrument, is 
danger, if the instrument is used irrelevancy.

SCALDING!
Place pasted this mark in instrument, causes 
high temperature and is scalding during use.

Computer system

Thermal 

circulation unit

Photoelectric unit
Transmission unit

Power supply unit

Control unit

Hot-lid unit
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BIOHAZARD
Place pasted this mark in instrument, caused 
biohazard during use.

PROTECTIVE 
EARTH

Protective earth is near to the place pasted 
this mark in instrument

b) Warning mark

Warning! The instrument is adhered with mark “HOT SURFACE!” During operation of 
instrument or a period immediately after completion of running of a program, 
any portion of body shall not be contacted with metallic portion (module) nearby 
the said mark; otherwise, skin would be burnt.

Warning! Operator may touch matter which is baneful to organism or is contagious 
during using instrument. Operate should realize the harmfulness, and operate 
in the condition which must accord with rules of PCR lab. And operator must be 
trained or be provide with qualification.

1.16 [Ask] Cleaning and maintenance of instrument

[Answer]
In order to ensure full contact between the test tube and the wall of conical wells, good heat 
conduction and avoiding contamination, the conical hole and hot-lid on the module shall be 
regularly cleaned with special dust free cloth socked with a little absolute alcohol.
The stained surface of this instrument, if any, shall be cleaned with soft cloth soaked with 
cleaning paste.
Don’t scratch the optic element in conical wells in instrument module and try to prevent the dust
from going inside.
Heat conductive oil medium shall not be used in module wells of this instrument.
Module should be pushed in in time to prevent dust during normal conservation or after use.

1.17 [Ask] How does Bioer module guarantee temperature uniformity

[Answer]
It uses 4 ceramic porous semiconductor refrigerators that match precisely from Ferrotec, 4 
thermal resistances for temperature control, and 4 points for independent temperature 

Warning! When the instrument is cleaned, its power supply shall be cut off.
The instrument surface shall not be cleaned with corrosive cleaning agent.
Instrument module includes precise optics, dust, foreign matter and residue 
should be avoided.
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calibration. 
It uses rigid frame. TE frame keeps steady even though module temperature changes.
It uses high power heat pipe radiator on hot surface. The temperature difference on radiator 
surface is very small.
It uses new TAS technology to compensate for module temperature uniformity.

1.18 [Ask] Features of hot pipe radiator

[Answer]
Using a liquid working medium, the hot pipe radiator transfers heat under the principle of
liquid -gas phase energy conversion. It transfers heat from one side of hot pipe to another, with 
the thermal conductivity hundreds of times higher than copper.
The several hot pipes in instrument collect heat in the center, radiate heat at both sides and 
remove heat by backward exhaust air. The fan speed in under control and usually gentle. It 
comes to full power once radiator temperature is detected by CPU to be exceeding 40  or �

under a low/constant temperature mode.
A recoverable temperature switch is set on hot pipe flat plate. It cuts control power to protect the 
system if it is over 85 . �

The radiator temperature is usually under 50  in normal operation.�

1.19 [Ask] How does automatic hot-lid act

[Answer]
The instrument has an automatic hot-lid function, which means the hot-lid is driven up or down 
by step motor. The hot-lid stops automatically once it reaches the upper/lower optic coupling 
limit. If there is test tube on the instrument module, when the hot-lid goes down, the spring 
structure generates pressure to act optic coupling, the hot-lid motor perceives it and stops 
automatically.
The hot-lid lifts to upper limit when instrument turns on. When instruction is running, the 
instrument must receive the signal that the module has pushed to the right position, then hot-lid 
moves downward and gives pressure, and the program runs officially. Now that the plate spring 
pressurization structure is used, only certain deformation can generates pressure to act optic 
coupling, so it is a “constant pressure type”.
For normal operation without test tube, the hot-lid still keeps certain gap with module when it 
goes down to lower limit.

1.20 [Ask] Features and protection of hot-lid

[Answer]
The hot-lid uses new electric heat film and is equipped with heat sensitive fuse (irrecoverable 
one).
The hot-lid device carries mobile metal plate to achieve best effect of reagent evaporation 
prevention.
The hot-lid carries retractable flexible petticoat bell to isolate the air flow’s impact on module 
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temperature.

1.21 [Ask] How does XY system act upon start

[Answer]
Self-check at start: move to left and right twice, move forward and stop at top front of Y-axis, 
move backward and slow down, stop next to Hall sensor inside Y-axis.
The photoelectric unit is at right side when it stops, which facilitates locking of moving parts at 
stop and avoids photoelectric parts damage in shipping. 
In normal operation, find the origin at left side of X-axis, scan rightward, move one line forward, 
scan leftward, repeat like this to scan the whole plate. The photoelectric unit waits at left side 
when operation status is “waiting to scan”.

1.22 [Ask] How does shipping lock work

[Answer]
To avoid movement or collision of moving part of instrument during shipping, this part is fixed by 
stationary fixture at ex-factory. Therefore, once the instrument is placed well, please turn 
anti-clockwise and take off the lock, insert to the Unlocker hole at the back, fasten it until the 
internal protective switch releases protection. Don’t supply power to instrument until lock is 
installed correctly, or else the temperature control system can run but X-Y axis scanning system 
can’t run.

To move the instrument, please electrify it, close it down after end of self-check. Take out the 
stationary fixture , insert to the hole at right side, touch and hang internal screw ,then fasten it.

1.23 [Ask] The function of operation button switch at front cover

[Answer]
There is rocker switch at the back panel on instrument to cut off main power supply. Start hull 
form switch first in operation.
The button switch at front cover is the remote switch for internal power supply. Press it down; it 
outputs 24V DC, the control loop gets power, the ring green lamp turns on. It is designed to 
facilitate operation and equal to standby. Reset the button, it closes the output of switch power 
supply, but there is still hazard voltage at wire entrance of internal power supply in instrument.
It is suggested to close rocker switch and cut off main power supply if user is absence for long 

Turn the stationary fixture to remove
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time or maintenance needs to open the instrument.

1.24 [Ask] Bioer’s bottom detection technology 

[Answer]
FQD-96A adopts Bioer’s mature and unique bottom detection technology. The short-distance 
bottom fluorescence detection is achieved by special porous semiconductor refrigerator, porous 
flat plate hot pipe radiator and maximum 8-channel coaxial optic fiber. This technology has 
been applied for invention patent.

1.25 [Ask] Fuction of repeat mask 

[Answer]
In order to avoid exciting light of some channel affects fluorescence baseline among adjacent
wells by consumables of test tube, we use repeat mask. It should be coverd on module and 
user must pay attention to mounting direction of pros and cons. Please select repeat mask
matching with test tube, which does not affect heat conduction between bottom of test tube and 
module well.
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Chapter 2 FAQ on product calibration and alarming

2.1 [Ask] Alarming condition for module temperature sensor

[Answer]
The software interface reports “temperature control failure” if temperature sensor on 
temperature module is detected as below 0  or above � 110� or sensor is detected as 
open-circuit or short-circuit. The red lamp for Error on small panel turns on. Once failure is 
detected, all TE and auxiliary heating system and hot-lid heating film are closed, and running is 
stopped.

2.2 [Ask] Instrument doesn’t work if ambient temperature goes beyond the 
scope.

[Answer]
The ambient temperature detection sensor is set on instrument, which prompts once it is over 
35  and stops operation once it is over 40 .� �

Reset: cool down until it meets working temperature scope; turn off and start again.

2.3 [Ask] Hot-lid radiator over-temperature protection and constant-current 
source plate linkage

[Answer]
There is temperature switch on radiating aluminum bar on constant-current source plate, which 
is in series with temperature switch on module radiator. When temperature switch breaks, the 
drive circuit control power 12.4V closes and all drive close output, (while CPU board keeps 
power supply). 
Reset: it starts automatically once two temperature switches cool down and reset.

2.4 [Ask] Which is yellow lamp on panel for

[Answer]
When module lock is in right position and optic coupling doesn’t act, hot-lid motor can’t go 
downward, module temperature control can work, yellow light (Alarm LED) on panel turns on, 
software interface prompts.
When module optic coupling is pushed in without blocking, hot-lid motor doesn’t go down (Only 
judge at operation. It goes down if it is pushed to right position during operation.)
When optic coupling for test tube pressure or for lower limit is blocked, motor also doesn’t go 
downward. (Only judge at operation. Motor doesn’t run anymore if it changes during operation.)

2.5 [Ask] How to handle failure alarm

[Answer]
When something fails, the interface shows temperature control failure or abnormal ambient 
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temperature, the red lamp turns on, the buzzer alarms 15 sounds with the interval of 200ms. 
The red lamp is locked once it is triggered.
When failure is found, the software stops all control signals and programs.
It is not a failure if status lamp RUN and Error LED blink once at same time at start.

2.6 [Ask] Best gain measurement

[Answer]
User can measure best gain with amplification outcome, and save the parameter as Gain******.bgn. 

When experimenting with dyes, user may use “best gain” , which can get more reasonable fluorescence 
sign than that get from optical system gain set manually.

2.7 [Ask] How to calibrate Y-axis

[Answer]
In online status without software running, run “absolute quantification” subprogram, open 
“System Parameters” on interface, select “Y-axis calibration” from pull-down menu, F1 channel 
blue light will scan row C for 50 times continuously. 
For instrument assembly, module reassembly, lock and YHALL plate, use this order to adjust 
module position.
Install the electromagnet alignment pin in right position, adjust the fixed installation hole on 
Y-axis Hall plate, and confirm calibration by several adjustments. The scan must be horizontal 
without obliqueness, strongest light visually from hole must be adjusted and 96 wells must be 
scanned completely.
It is calibrated at ex-factory and stored in FLASH in CPU board.
Always turn to technical support staff for maintenance.

2.8 [Ask] How to scan origin on X-axis

[Answer]
Calibrate origin on X-axis after Y-axis is calibrated.

Channel Well position for reference

F1 A1 A12
F2 B1 B12
F3 C1 C12
F4 D1 D12
F5 E1 E12
F6 F1 F12
F7 G1 G12
F8 H1 H12

The dye of channel is high concentration reagent which has been amplified. Set gain on proper 
signal intensity. Run “absolute quantification” program, click “system parameters” and “select 
system parameters” under running status, and access “X origin calibration” through password.
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If some channel origin is not measured, system will prompt “not measured”. 
It is calibrated at ex-factory. Once X-Y calibrations are completed, the fluorescence scanning 
can catch the fluorescence signal peak in wells correctly.
Always turn to technical support staff for maintenance.

2.9 [Ask] Whether need to calibrate slave computer after program upgrading 

[Answer]
The calibration and origin data are recorded on Flash in CPU board (39VF1601).
Program upgrading on communication interface of subordinate computer won’t affect calibrated 
data.

2.10 [Ask] Why gain setting scope is restricted after background calibration 
parameter is copied

[Answer]
The fluorescence background and relations between PMT and gain of each host machine is 
detected at ex-factory and calibrated parameter data is stored in accompanied disc.
The background calibration parameter is copied to specific directory correctly, and upper/low 
limit restricts automatically when each channel gain index is set. (The principle for maximum 
gain setting in each channel: the channel background value for this gain is no more than 7000.) 
The real-time data undergoes background calibration as per “baseline******.b96” at operation.
Method to cancel baseline: To select the “Baseline Measurement (B)…” of the “System 
Parameters (P)” pull-down menu in “Absolute Quantification”, after inputting password, not to 
select “Subtract Baseline” and to click “ok”, fluorescence value is not be revised when running. 
Original Baseline parameters always exist, “Subtract Baseline” may be selected when
necessarily.

2.11 [Ask] How to correct crosstalk among channels

[Answer]
1) Preparation:
Prepare under test channel amplified reagent with high concentration, each one has 1 tube, 
reagent volume is 40 µl, and put them in appointed place:

Channel
9660/9680

PMT Parameters

Crosstalk 
Coefficient 

Wall

9620/9640
PMT Parameters

F1 PMT1 A2
F2 PMT2 B2
F3 PMT1 C2

PMT1
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F4 PMT2 D2
F5 PMT1 E2 ---
F6 PMT2 F2 ---
F7 PMT1 G2 ---
F8 PMT2 H2 ---

Pure water PMT1/PMT2 A3 ---

2) Interface setting:
Click “Crosstalk Measurement” under “system parameters” menu:

Selecting ‘ok” in the following dialog box, gain ratio will be measured automatically; if selecting 
“Cancel”, crosstalk coefficient will be measured.

To select dye and suitable gain for channel in the following dialog box, and select “Measure 
Crosstalk Coefficient”, then click “ok”, crosstalk coefficient is measured. If you select “Cancel”, 
syetem will quit.

Crosstalk of every instrument has been measured by using reagent of a part of channels at 
ex-factory, you can observe in “Crosstalk Dyes Measured”.
When crosstalk of every instrument need to be measured by using reagent of other channels, 
you can do it in “Crosstalk Dyes Measured (T)…” of “System Parameters (P)” pull-down menu. 
Reagent of channels should be laid according to rules, for example, reagent of channel F1 
should be laid in wall A2.
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User may select reagent,which is single character and pure dye, of one or more channel to 
measure at the same time, and may add and cover, the saved file name: gain******.coe and 
scan******.coe, thereinto instrument number is correspondence with *.

3) Interior Process of Measurement
� To measure gain
Amplified reagent with high concentration are selected, on the base of Benchmark gain and to 
select dye in setup interface. To put test tube in the place said on the above (Crosstalk
Coefficient Wall) .
Then to run the following programs:Quantitative detection at “60 , � 25s” with 78 cycles.
The instrument takes Benchmark gain as PMT controlled quantity firstly, then gain grade is 
increased every three cycles till upper limit of gain is measured. There are 20 gain steps in all.It 
takes about 45min to measure. ( Time of measurement can be added automatically in 
subordinate computer with 8ch.) 
In software, 3-cycle values of every gain are averaged, then deal with them.

� Crosstalk Coefficient
Program 1: On the base of suitable gain which is appointed by user, quantitative detection at 
“60 , � 25s” with 3 cycles(to get average), about 1min in all.
Program 2: Melting curve detection at “30�-90 , 3� 5s” with 1 step� , about 40min in all.

4) Result handling
Copy “Scan******.coe” and “”Gain******.coe to installation directory for distribution. It may 
eliminate effect which occurs between one channel dye and the others,so that user can get 
multicolor detection results.

2.12 [Ask] Correction of module temperature uniformity

[Answer]
When new FLASH chip in CPU board is power on for first use, the default correction parameter 
for module temperature is deviation 0.
The instrument passes test at ex-factory. It develops correction parameter for module 
temperature control precision and stores in FLASH in CPU board, which doesn’t matter with 
software upgrading. The module temperature uniformity after correction is controlled within the 
index scope.
To correct module temperature uniformity, input by special correction program in factory, then 
send and download to host machine. (PC software must close at this moment). If character 
string is received, reading and writing succeed.

2.13 [Ask] Can the instrument be appointed one row to scan

[Answer]
The instrument can scan a single row for the fast detection need of some special fuse 
experiments. The time difference for single row scanning is only 0.48s, which saves a lot time 
compared with full plate scanning, and improves detection consistency significantly.
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For specific setting, appoint one row or several rows to scan from “select block scan method” in 
“system parameters”.

2.14 [Ask] System parameter password

[Answer]

Access “select system parameters” of “system parameters” menu under “absolute quantification, 
it prompts to input system password.

This password is for manufacturer and technical support staff only. Improper use by user might 
cause instrument abnormality.

2.15 [Ask] How to get software installation password and how to install

[Answer]
See label on disc for password.
Chinese or English version is available for installation. Please select software type that matches 
instrument specification upon installation.
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Notice: tick item to remove the installation for certain model.
Once instrument specification is selected, relevant icon is shown on desktop. In operation, the 
status bar of software interface prompts “note that only channels F1, F2…are allowed with 
LineGene96**-******”.
Since the disc contains some calibration parameters at ex-factory that need to be matched with host 
machine number, please copy calibration parameters to relevant directory in time during software 
installation. 

2.16 [Ask] How to upgrade software in slave computer

[Answer]
The instrument upgrades software by connecting to computer by communication interface box. 
The software upgrading includes steps below: turn MODE upgrading switch at communication 
box behind instrument to Update, power on and connect serial port wire.
Open LineGene9600 software, select absolute quantification function module, find main 
interface for absolute quantification module, click “firmware upgrade (F) in “system parameters
(P)” pull-down menu.

Select serial port to connect instrument and computer and confirm from the dialog box bounced.
Click “load” and select software to upgrade (*.bin), which can be obtained from Bioer website or 
after-sales service department.
Press “begin” to upgrade. It bounces interface for upgrading completion. In the beginning and 
end of upgrading, we should hear prompt sound from instrument.
Press “exit”, it completes updating operation.
Turn upgrading switch to Normal to complete software upgrading in host machine, then status 
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of instrument recovers running mode.
Restart the instrument can be used normally.

2.17 [Ask] OPEN key doesn’t work in instrument running

[Answer]
While instrument runs, the hot-lid presses test tube and module is not allowed to move. After 
running being completed, hot-lid lifts to right position, the button works again.

2.18 [Ask] sometimes the module can’t lock if it is pulled out and pushed in 
quickly

[Answer]
According to the instrument design, it lock s 0.5s to lift slide block to get it out. So, please wait 
when it is pushed in again.

2.19 [Ask] How to add prompt function on curve

[Answer]
Access “options for system alarm and tips” from “system parameters”, select “tips for curves” in 
interface, and press “ok” to activate. During software running, approach the mouse to curve, it 
prompts fluorescence value, cycles and well position. 

2.20 [Ask] Run two instruments by one computer at the same time

[Answer]
By two or more than two interfaces (USB, Bluetooth, RC232C and others), one computer can 
connect to several instruments and run well.
Click instrument icon with different specification on desktop. Click same shortcut to reopen 
interface for instrument with same specification, click different specification icon for instrument 
with different specification.
One thing to pay attention, the background correction and inter-channel dye crosstalk correction 
target at different instrument, the correction files can’t share. It must copy relevant parameter 
files (probably in different CD-ROM) for all instruments to root directory of software installation, 
the software matches the parameters automatically, or else the fluorescence curve won’t show 
well or without correction. 
To install new software, it prompts to delete the installed program, so please select all 
instrument specifications to be used in software installation. 
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2.21 [Ask] Tag number of instrument

[Answer]
The purpose of this tag number is to name the correction coefficient and calibration coefficient 
for host machine so that the software can identify and use these correction coefficient 
automatically.
The manufacturer stores tag number as per ex-factory number, inputs and stores in FLASH in 
CPU board. After all kinds of corrections, it forms the parameter file with tag number.
It is set at ex-factory, tag number of instrument and detection channels which are permitted to 
use are displayed in status bar under software interface ater connection between instrument 
and computer successful.
When instrument running normally, tag number wi ll be shown in the status bar of the software 
interface. If replace the instrument, there will need restarting the software to refresh the 
contents afer the success in the communications.

2.22 [Ask] How can the software copy exclusive correction coefficient

[Answer]
Find “system parameters” menu in “absolute quantification” program, and select one of the 
following:

It bounces the interface for copy. Once the folder for parameter is found, it copies to root 
directory of this program automatically for identification and operation during running. If specific 
file can’t be found under root directory, it prompts as below:

For the case that one computer connects to several instrument host machines, as long as the 
tag numbers that host machine store are different, it automatically searches proper parameter 
under root directory and correct.
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The background correction parameter has a suffix of .b96, the crosstalk correction has a suffix 
of .coe, the best gain parameter has a suffix of .prp, the fluorescence calibration has a suffix 
of .bgn,
It needs one operation for each computer only.
If background correction is normal and wells are empty without dye, the adjusted gain and each 
channel show the no-background value. 

2.23 [Ask] Meaning of PMT Sequence No. and Sensitivity

[Answer]
Data of PMT sequence No. and PMT anode sensitivity is provided at ex-factory, according to 
this data, to normalize PMT input value and to assure coherence of fluorescence detection 
among instruments. This data is saved in FLASH of subordinate computer and dispised by 
software of upper computer.

2.24 [Ask] Can user’s data exist after software uninstalling

[Answer]
If software is installed normally, user’s experiment record data and host machine correction 
parameter file are still kept in the installation directory. User can search file and delete manually 
if don’t need anymore.

2.25 [Ask] Can data file for different instrument specifications share

[Answer]
The four LineGene9600 specifications use same structure for internal files. The data files can 
share and exchange. The data record file is generated after the host machine handles the 
correction parameter. Once the record is generated, correction parameter change in follow-up 
instrument host machine or software specification change won’t affect it. 
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2.26 [Ask] 8 channel setting is still on interface after LineGene9640 is 
installed

[Answer]
The main interface keeps the same after LineGene9600 series with different specification is 
installed. It prompts “note that only channels F1, F2…are allowed with LineGene96**-******” in 
status bar. Use can set all channels, but only channels allowed by instrument can be detected, 
others won’t have data result. The instrument check host machine tag number and its relevant 
parameters while running.

2.27 [Ask] Typical Rule of Reagent in Test Tube and module temperature

[Answer]
The comparison between typical module temperature (blue line) and reagent temperature�red 
line, 40ul system, test tube is in status with stress-free�, this is for reference only.

Obviously, when reagent system reduces, reagent temperature approaches to module 
temperature.
After hot-lid is used, reagent constant temperature approaches to module temperature.
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Chapter 3 FAQ on Bluetooth & USB installation

3.1 [Ask] Introduction on Bluetooth

[Answer]
You can use Bluetooth manager in Microsoft Windows XP Service Pack 2 (SP2), install and 
configure Bluetooth virtual serial port, or use management software from the third party, such 
as BLUESOLEIL.
Usually, USB Bluetooth adapter connected to Windows XP SP2 supports common software. If 
common software doesn’t work, install the driver attached on Bluetooth adapter that provided 
by the third party. 
To install Bluetooth adapter that supports adapter list in Microsoft Windows XP Service Pack 2 
(SP2), simply connect this device. It doesn’t need configuration before connection.
Once USB Bluetooth adapter is inserted, Windows XP will install common Bluetooth driver 
automatically. Installed Bluetooth adapter can be seen from XP’s device manager.

3.2 [Ask] How to configure Bluetooth device

[Answer]
You can configure Bluetooth setting by “Bluetooth device” in “Control Panel”. Open “Bluetooth 
Device” interface, if you follow the prompts, windows will connect, match and install virtual serial 
port. After installation, “Install new device” is prompted at lower right. See picture below for 
installation completion: 

Note: the serial port searches from COM1 to COM10.
Windows assign two serial ports to new device.
Output port: COM11 is the virtual serial port number when Windows sends link to module.
Input port: COM12 is the virtual serial port number when Bluetooth module sends link to 
Windows.
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3.3 [Ask] How to configure Bluetooth software of the third party

[Answer]
Use Bluetooth interface if Bluetooth device is not available in computer (e.g., Z-TEK Class II 
V2.0 Bluetooth interface application software)
Basic steps:
1�Search: find host machine name “BuoRi-205”.
2�Match: right click, select match, input password 00000000.
3�Link: find link wire and intensity symbol on interface once succeed.
4�Refresh service: find signal on link wire.
5�Start LineGene9600 software on computer, and press “run”.
6�Wait a few or dozens of seconds.
7�Once link succeeds, the hot-lid on host machine goes down, and data starts to be 

transferred.

As tested, one host machine can match and link one Bluetooth only. If several computers
compete for one host machine, only the first can communicate other than all can succeed, 
which is determined by the slave computer. 

3.4 [Ask] Using the USB adapter box, whether need driver

[Answer]
Driver is needed, please lookup the driver in the CD-ROM.
Insert the USB adapter box in instrument, and connect the computer, then install driver 
according to the prompted contents of computer.
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Chapter 4 FAQ on debugging failure case

4.1 [Ask] Electric hot-lid can’t go down

[Answer]
The optic coupling welding point on optic coupling circuit board in hot-lid lifting unit contacts 
grounding copper column, which causes some LED failure. The retaining screw makes pin 
inserted into big gasket, which also links to PE. It is also possible that HALL sensor is damaged 
(equal to it sends signal that it has went down and reached right position).

4.2 [Ask] Lock acts when module is pushed in, but still alarm

[Answer]
The separation blade doesn’t rise to right position, or module reaches right position but optic 
coupling doesn’t install in right position.
Only a part of separation blade inserts into optic coupling, which causes critical action.
The lock slide block is not flexible to go downward and rubs with sharp edge on processing part 
beside bearing. It only locks effectively under violent impact.

4.3 [Ask] Background signal for exciting light is high

[Answer]
Real-time correction is missing since software can’t find proper background correction 
parameter. The countermeasure is to copy the background correction parameter for the host 
machine to appointed directory.
If user does not use repeat mask when experiment, there is regular baseline difference based 
on cortege in some detection channels.

4.4 [Ask] Constant point temperature is prolonged without certainty

[Answer]
Temperature on four points on module don’t come to constant temperature zone, software 
hasn’t started timing for constant temperature, that’s why constant time temperature is 
prolonged. It might result in continuous constant temperature without change, or melting 
temperature lacking step change and scanning stop.
When the lock is not entire in place, instrument always continues at point of constant 
temperature of fluorescence scanning, waiting work of electric engine.

4.5 [Ask] Odd row of fluorescence data keeps steady and even row fluctuates 
a lot

[Answer]
Maybe the X origin correction has matter. Repeat a few times and find A1 step is steady but A12 
step changes. Surprisingly, under open lid strong light, the calibration effect is good and curve 
keeps steady. 
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It must set gain and calibrate X again correctly.
Maybe the photoelectric board is installed obliquely, so the decelerating distance in backward 
movement is not enough, which results in A12 unsteadiness.

4.6 [Ask] Photoelectric unit can move inward but not outward

[Answer]
Driver and motor system are normal if it moves on X-axis. The front hall on Hall plate on Y-axis 
is damaged, which generates always low level. In this way, it doesn’t move because CPU 
mistakenly takes it as has reached the right position.

4.7 [Ask] Motor can’t be stopped even in the extreme position

[Answer]
It loses direction if front limit screw on Y-axis is in wrong position or exceeds the front hall 
sensor position on hall plate on Y-axis. It must adjust the limit screw so that even the 
photoelectric unit moves to the most front; it can still be detected by front hall sensor.
Mechanical limit is available on stand of X-axis. It might suffer same problem. Please adjust the 
position of photoelectric plate.

4.8 [Ask] Ports are normal, but instrument does not communicate

[Answer]
The software running communication fails, use serial port communication assistant, it prompts 
COM1 or COM2 is occupied. In a previous case, the file is destructed after virus killing during 
software installation, it recovers once it is copied and installed again.
Some software can forcibly occupy ports, so instrument does not communicate.

4.9 [Ask] It waits long time for successful communication at first run

[Answer]
At the first run, the instrument takes much time to search the computer serial port one by one. 
Later, it remembers port number automatically and connects faster. 
Before communication succeeds, the temperature data shown in interface is 0 without update.
If user selects “Use FIFO buffers”, communication is aborted or system causes error when 
saved automatically.
The following is procedure of “cancel FIFO buffers”: 
a) To select “Manage” in right button menu of table icon “Computer”

b)In window of “computer Management”, to select “Device Manager”in directory of left list, then 
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select “Ports(COM&LPT)” in directory of right list

c) To select communication port connected with instrument, click it and open window of 
“Communications Port properties”, in which,to select interface of “Port settings”, then 
click “Advanced”. 

d) In the following window, cancel item “Use FIFO buffers”, then click “OK”

4.10 [Ask] Record data is abnormal

[Answer]
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The curve is normal during reagent amplification, but well position data for certain well is all zero 
once it is saved to memory stick, which is strange. Reflected on analysis curve, suddenly data 
on all fluorescence lose to 0 synchronously (even without any tiny fixed amount) and sustain. 
Previous case proves that this happens when data is infected by virus file.

4.11 [Ask] How to get backup if record file is damaged by accident

[Answer]
If system fails or stops due to other abnormal reason, LineGene9600 series fluorescence 
quantitative detection system has a detection data protection function. The system keeps 
backup latest detection data non-stop during operation. Backup data is saved in default folder in 
database.
Backup0, backup1 and backup 2 in default folder records latest data in turn during operation 
(interval is about 30s). It stops running as soon as detection result file is missing. Open the 
latest backup file (backup0, backup1, backup2) in default folder, save to user name folder.

4.12 [Ask] Reagent is in the instrument when lab power fails

[Answer]
As experiment goes well, the power supply in lab fails, instrument can’t open, and valuable
reagent can’t be taken out. Please act as below: 
1) Turn plastic gear at instrument top continuously as instructed, lift the internal hot-lid to 

highest, stop when you feel it reaches the position.
2) Insert a flat screwdriver (diameter is less than 5mm, length is about 150mm) from the hole 

at the top behind instrument until an unlocking sound is heard, the module is bounced out 
slightly, pull the module out manually, take the reagent out.

3) Push module in normally if instrument is not for use anymore.

4.13 [Ask] 3 indication lamps on small panel are always on after start

[Answer]
If switch on communication connection box that instrument connects is at “Update” position, 3 
lamps on small panel are always on, which means CPU program is not running. This status is 
for CPU program upgrading. Please keep the switch at “Normal” position for normal use.

4.14 [Ask] Default control temperature of hotlid and block in non-operation 
state 

[Answer]
The default control temperature of hotlid is 105°C, block is 30°C.
Starting the running program which set by customer, the control temperature of hotlid wil carry 
out according to customer program. After finish the running of customer program, the 
instrument restore to non-operational status.
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Chapter 5 FAQ on reagent application case

5.1 [Ask] Basic principle of PCR

[Answer]
It has 3 steps, namely denaturation, annealing and extension.

5.2 [Ask] What is fluorescence probe FRET

[Answer]
The principle of FRET (fluorescence resonance energy transfer):
Stimulated by exciting light, the gene marked by fluorescence generates emitting light with 
certain wavelength. If another shielding radical is in proper distance, the original emitting light is 
absorbed by shielding radical and converts to emitting light with another wavelength or thermal 
energy, which is called FRET. 

R�Reporter
Q�Quencher
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The working principle of fluorescence probe:

The generating mechanism of TaqMan probe fluorescence signal

5.3 [Ask] What is baseline, what is threshold, and what is Ct

[Answer]

Definition of Ct value:
The amplification cycles for fluorescence signal of amplification products to reach set threshold 
during PCR amplification.

near

far

no shine

shine

downstream primer

upstream primer
probe
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Baseline: the minimum horizontal line not affected by fluorescence background noise.
The principle to select baseline: 10 times of standard deviation of fluorescence background 
signal before amplification.
Threshold: the horizontal line to obtain Ct value. The threshold line must be higher than 
baseline.
Manual setting: try to select the early stage that it comes to exponential phase, and make sure 
the regression coefficient is bigger than 0.98.
See below for Bioer’s analysis method:

The principle of Bioer’s quantitative analysis:
In logarithmic coordinates, it must zero all signals in appointed cycles before analysis;
Automatic zeroing mode: take average of 5 sampling values which are least within 1 to 1 cycles, 
and deduct it from signal value; 
Manual zeroing mode: take average of all sampling values within appointed cycles, and deduct 
it from signal value.
Slant correction: fit straight line according to sampling value within cycles, and correct follow-up 
signals by slope of the extension of this fitted straight line.
Select the noise margin in analysis step to adjust the baseline position.
In order to decrease the data uncertainty, set baseline above the noise level before S1, S2 and 
S3 amplification curve rises;
The threshold must be larger than baseline, adjust it properly so that the threshold horizontal 
line crosses the linear line of fluorescence S curve; 
Take n sample points above baseline, fit L1, L2 and L3 as straight line, the crossing points with 
threshold horizontal line are Ct values of each fluorescence curve.
After more than 2 standard samples of concentration is determined, the software calculates and 
fits standard curve automatically, and the Ct value for unknown product can find module initial 
concentration on this standard curve. If 2 or more samples have the same concentration during 
analysis, the software takes the average of selected standard sample as calculation reference.

5.4 [Ask] Relation between Ct value and initial template

[Answer]

R
elative illum

ination intensity 
on logarithm

ic coordinates

Cycles

Baseline

Threshold
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The more template DNA amount is, the less cycle for fluorescence to reach threshold is, i.e.: the 
less Ct value is. Ct value is relative.

5.5 [Ask] What is standard curve

[Answer]
Log concentration and cycles are in linear relation. Standard curve can be obtained from 
standard sample with known initial copies. Template amount contained in sample can be 
calculated according to Ct value of sample.

5.6 [Ask] Possible reason for bad linear relation on standard curve

[Answer]
1) Standard samples lack gradient due to error from sample application.
2) Standard samples suffer degradation. It must avoid freeze-thaw repetitively, or prepare and 

dilute standard samples again.
3) Primer or probe is not good. Please design better primer or probe.
4) Template contains inhibitor or suffers too high concentration.

5.7 [Ask] What is correlation coefficient

[Answer]
Correlation coefficient reflects whether standard sample is linear on logarithmic concentration. 
Usually, the closer the absolute value of correlation coefficient to 1 is, the better the 

sample with unknown 
concentration
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concentration gradient precision is, in other words, PCR amplification test goes well as per 
predicted condition, and the higher credibility the obtained data is.
In common test, correlation coefficient of over 0.98 is normal. Ideally, the difference between Ct
values of neighboring order is 3.34. Actual efficiency is lower, affected by factors such as 
amplification efficiency. 

5.8 [Ask] Obvious unstuck in negative control

[Answer]
Positive material is mixed or water is polluted.
Primer dimer appears. Negative unstuck is normal after 35 cycles in SG method. It can be 
analyzed with melting curve.
Probe degrades during process. Detect the probe by PAGE electrophoresis.

5.9 [Ask] Ct value appears late

[Answer]
Amplification efficiency is low. Reaction condition is not optimized. Design better primer or 
probe, change to three-step method for reaction, decrease annealing temperature properly, 
increase magnesium ion concentration and etc.
PCR reaction components degrade, or sample application is not enough.
PCR product is too long. Usually the product length selected is 80-150bp.

5.10 [Ask] No signal and Ct value

[Answer]
1) Reaction cycles are not enough. Usually it must be at least 35 cycles. More can be added if 

the test needs (such as being added to 45 cycles), but too much background signal will be 
added if cycles are more than 45.

2) The step to detect fluorescence signal is wrong. Usually, SG method collects at extension 
at 72 , while Taqman method collects signal at annealing completion or extension �

completion.
3) Primer or probe degrades. The completeness can be detected by PAGE electrophoresis.
4) Primer or probe has design problem. For example, the temperature that probe is higher 

than primer is not enough, which makes product extension without probe cross-breed.
5) Template amount is not enough. For sample with unknown concentration, it must starts 

from highest concentration from series diluted samples.
6) Template degrades. It must avoid foreign material or repetitive freeze-thaw in sample 

preparation.

5.11 [Ask] Why it needs constant temperature before melting detection 

[Answer]
Without a thermal insulation process before melting curve, a few cycles at curve beginning will 
be very sharp, making the real melting peak almost invisible. Therefore, a thermal insulation 
process with same initial temperature of melting program is added in melting curve.
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5.12 [Ask] Why there is more than one main peak in melting curve

[Answer]
1) Primer design is not optimized. It must avoid primer dimer and pin structure.
2) Primer concentration is not good. It must decrease the primer concentration properly, and 

pay attention to concentration ratio of primer at upstream and downstream.
3) Magnesium ion concentration is too high. It must decrease the magnesium ion 

concentration properly or choose better mix reagent box.
4) Template is polluted by gene group. It must avoid DNA entrance during RNA extraction, or 

avoid nonspecific amplification by primer design.
5) Some multiprobe reagents may have many Tm peaks.

5.13 [Ask] Reasons for low amplification efficiency

[Answer]
1) Some components (especially fluorescence dye) in reaction reagent degrade.
2) Reaction condition is not optimized. It can decrease annealing temperature properly or 

change to three-step amplification method.
3) There is PCR reaction inhibitor in reaction system, usually comes with template. To ease 

the impact by inhibitor, it must dilute the template properly before add to reaction system.

5.14 [Ask] Bad test repeatability 

[Answer]
1) Sample application is not accurate.
2) Instrument gives different temperature condition on samples, in other words, temperature 

uniformity is bad.
3) Template concentration is low. The lower the initial sample concentration is, the worse the 

repeatability is. It must decrease the dilution times of sample.

5.15 [Ask] Is denaturation temperature OK

[Answer]
Most double-strand DNA starts to unwind at 95 . Sometimes it can� ’t denature DNA well 
between 90  to 94 . As some denatures, the probe and primer for reaction get less, which � �

results in lower reaction efficiency.

5.16 [Ask] Is denaturation time OK

[Answer]
15s to 20s is enough for denaturation amplification is enough. However, longer product might 
take 30s. Usually a 60-second denaturation time is not necessary.

5.17 [Ask] Are annealing temperature and time OK

[Answer]
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Check the Tm value of primer and probe. The annealing time for SYBRGreenI is about 20s to 
35s. Double-labeling probe usually takes two-step method that combines annealing and 
extending, it takes 45s to 60s and temperature is usually 60°C. FRET probe annealing takes 
about 20s to 30s.

5.18 [Ask] Which step does fluorescence signal act

[Answer]
SYBRGreenI should be at 72°C, at which time most DNA are double-strand. As mentioned 
above, double-labeling probe usually detects by two steps, so signal collection must be in the 
combining step of annealing and extending. For FRET detection, the data must be detected at 
annealing. If signal collection points are not determined, several points can be collected for 
comparison. If no signal is detected on software interface, please check whether there is at least 
one signal collection point in program setting.

5.19 [Ask] Is gain value proper

[Answer]
Usually the curve is completely or party beyond the window extents, or fluorescence intensity 
zero area is in straight line. The possible reason is improper gain setting. The software has 
maximum display and self-adaptive range display. Normal analysis is available for data within 
150% of normal range. Detection gain might need increasing if curve flat zone is too low or 
amplification is not obvious. This gain can be set at “system parameters” menu before 
operation.

5.20 [Ask] How to judge and avoid false positive in test

[Answer]
If positive result appears in negative control in test, the detection result of other samples in this 
test might be false positive.
The reasons for false positive include sample contamination, amplification reagent 
contamination, amplification product cross contamination and etc. The common contamination 
source includes lab environment, sample injector, spray generated in operation, reagent or 
anything in contact with amplification product.
Countermeasures:
Isolate working area;
Improve lab operation, such as avoid reagent splash in sample application, take high-pressure 
treatment on sucker and centrifugal tube, don’t open lid of PCR tube after amplification and 
handle together, and etc. 
Rationalize operation procedure, such as adding templates by the order from low concentration 
to high concentration.

5.21 [Ask] How to judge and avoid false negative in test

[Answer]
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If positive control set in test is not amplified into positive result, this test might have false 
negative result. Besides, if extraction steps of specimen nucleic acid purification has problem, 
the specimen detection might find false negative even though positive control is positive. 
Reason: improper DNA extraction results in DNA missing. 
Prevention measures:
Standardize the operation of DNA extraction, mainly the extraction in phenol-chloroform 
extraction method. Especially after precipitated by isopropanol, DNA amount is low, 
precipitation is visible by naked eye after centrifugal treatment, but DNA still exists. Pay 
attention to avoid tip to contact the part where precipitation is, also don’t absorb at precipitation. 
Same attention should be paid to 70% ethanol washing later. It is forbidden to pour liquid out of
centrifugal tube directly, because the adhesive force between precipitation and tube wall is 
small once ethanol is added, direct pouring will easily take precipitation out of tube and cause 
DNA missing.  

5.22 [Ask] How to handle the non-S curve sometimes appear in positive 
contrast

[Answer]
If positive control curve is not smooth or not shaped in S, the common reason is that reagent is 
not fully thawed or not mixed uniformly before sample application. The result reliability can be 
judged by experience only for such case. 
Besides, many unknown components in sample might interrupt the PCR reaction. Ineffective 
reagent also causes bad amplification curve.
To avoid this case, please make sure positive contrast is thawed completely and vibrated and 
mixed thoroughly before PCR reaction liquid preparation.

5.23 [Ask] Why the first 3 cycles in amplification curves always accompanied 
with lift or fall

[Answer]
When amplification just begins, the temperature transfer in the test tube takes time. A thawing 
process is necessary if frozen reagent is used. If constant temperature cycle time set in PCR 
reaction program is short, the module temperature is not transferred to reagent completely, the 
reagent fluorescence is affected by temperature, and the test tube material and structure cause 
thermal conductive coefficient difference. As a result, an increasingly steady process is shown.
X-gene thin wall test tube is recommended, which has a higher thermal conductive coefficient.
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5.24 [Ask] Why continuous scanning is abnormal if constant temperature 
time is short

[Answer]
Data transmission can’t catch up if continuous scanning interval is short. Please consider the 
time for X-Y scanning and multi-color scanning, or it might suffer computer buffer overflow, data 
block, signal missing and etc in communication, which results in abnormal curve data.

5.25 [Ask] Which method shall I use to analyze, fit-point or 2nd derivative

[Answer]
Usually, 2nd derivative method is used for amplification curve with very good effect and very 
obvious linear section. It gets high Ct value, user doesn’t have to adjust baseline and threshold, 
and a fast analysis can be done.
Fit-point method has wider application and stronger adaptability. User has to set sample point 
number, baseline and threshold, thus certain skills must be required from user. Fit point works 
on amplification curve that is not very ideal.

5.26 [Ask] Why there is a step-shape platform in curve during amplification 
change

[Answer]
The common phenomenon is during same-tube double-color reagent amplification, the 
fluorescence amplification curve of one channel is normal, but the curve for another channel 
shows a step-shape platform and then an S-shape change. For example, F1 has high 
concentration while F2 has low concentration, for same-tube double-color amplification, F1 
rises first, its fluorescence is detected by F2 channel, the F1 ray filter signal contains micro 
residual of F1, and then a platform appears on F2 first. When F2 also amplifies, as fluorescence 
intensity increases, the F1 impact is hard to detect.  
FQD-96A software has a function of fluorescence crosstalk correction among channels, which 
is able to minimize this effect.

5.27 [Ask] Application scope of fluorescence quantitative detection system

[Answer]
The principle of fluorescence quantitative PCR reveals that his method is for gene detection. 
While all creatures have certain gene order, theoretically any creature can use this method to 
detect.
In food industry, industrial standard for PCR detection of salmonella, listeriosis, S. aureus and 
other pathogenic microorganism have been published. In medical industry, a large quantity of 
reagent kit is applied, such as HBV, HCMV, HIV and etc. It is also used widely in criminal 
investigation, veterinarian, milk, agriculture, biochemistry and etc.
The only thing the user needs to do is to select the proper reagent kit.
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5.28 [Ask] What is melting curve and what is Tm

[Answer]
Melting curve is a physical characteristic curve that reflects the DNA component characteristics. 
When temperature exceeds a certain value, the fluorescence intensity decreases quickly, the 
fluorescence mutant point is Tm peak if presented by derivative. Tm point is same if 
amplification product is single (most difference in actual test are caused by difference of system 
module temperature uniformity), several Tm peaks appear if nonspecific amplification happens.

5.29 [Ask] Why F1’s dye responds in F2 if dual channel is used

[Answer]
Any dye has a wide light spectrum. The ray filter length of F2 and F1 are close, it is normal 
physics for them to respond and overlap. 
Usually, this software can correct the fluorescence among channels. It records F1’s impact on 
F2 to deduct this impact later, minimize the “interference” among channels and avoid wrong 
judgment in same-tube multi-color synchronous detection. The software has this function. The 
correction time is long, usually 45 min.
The instrument uses genuine multi-color LED excitation to make fully use of light intensity of 
LED main peak. The exciting light is narrow band, which facilitates classification of different dye 
probe and multi-color analysis.
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5.30 [Ask] Can FQD-96A use multi-channel dye in same test tube

[Answer]
Yes. But please pay attention to certain situations, the amplification of a kind of probe 
component might inhibit the amplification of other component or generation of fluorescence. 
Separate dye to different test tubes if doubt on result.

5.31 [Ask] Can a few groups of different reagents run on one instrument at 
same time

[Answer]
As long as amplification temperature parameter is same, it can amplify at same time.
A maximum of 4 groups of standard samples can be analyzed.
Flexible grouping for analysis can be done by setting different name for channel dye.

5.32 [Ask] Can cycles increase/decrease in operation

[Answer]
Change setting during operation is not allowed in program. But user can increase/decrease 
cycles temporarily by “+”/“-”on interface. In amplification interface, this key is to 
increase/decrease temperature cycles. In melting interface, the function of this key is to 
increase/decrease a temperature step.

5.33 [Ask] Are relative quantification and SNP functions available on FQD-96A

[Answer]
It integrates special relative quantification program and SNP program for users.

5.34 [Ask] What information can I output for report 

[Answer]
Print screen of all interfaces and custom print report are available in software. Setting and 
analyzed result can be output to Excel or Access database. All functional modules have data 
query interface to query previous test record. It is especially good for technical report and 
writing. 
Diagrams for analytical curve, concentration curve, fluorescence-temperature curve, 
derivative-temperature curve can be extracted and saved.

5.35 [Ask] Can I view parameter setting during software running

[Answer]
You can view parameter setting while software runs program, but modification is not allowed. It 
is “read only”.
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5.36 [Ask] How to set new program while it runs

[Answer]
To ensure that data collection is reliable and effective, new setting on software is not allowed
when running. 
But user can click the icon on desktop, start the second process, reopen this software to set. It 
won’t affect the running of another process.

5.37 [Ask] How to facilitate analysis setting procedure

[Answer]
User can do one analysis, select “system parameters”, “save customized parameters”, which 
asks user to set password. To act as user default analysis parameter, select “load customized
parameters” to get analysis result that meets requirements. User has to input password for 
import.
Open the software, load “customized parameter” once to analyze as per this analysis setting. It 
is also the default, since analysis also uses it if record file is open later.
This function loses validity once software exits. It must be loaded again if software is opened
again.

5.38 [Ask] The dye channel matches, but name and default doesn’t match

[Answer]
User can name the new dye by most suitable ray filter channel wavelength. Select “add 
customized dyes” from “system parameters” on interface, simply input channel number and dye 
name.

5.39 [Ask] Can sample information bar on interface that is not useful be 
modified

[Answer]
The software allows user to custom sample item. Select “customized sample data column” and 
“select sample data column” on “sample data” on interface, you can customize the information 
bar.

5.40 [Ask] Can I find recent record for instrument use

[Answer]
Yes. Select “diary” in “system parameters” in software interface, input common service 
password to view running parameter, running time and communication information.
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The software prompts user to maintain if total time reaches certain amount (1200 hours.)
This work should be done by technical support staff with password to access. The total time is 
recorded inside the instrument, which can be zeroed by technical support staff.
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